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Nightlife
Prague’s nightlife will forever go down in legend. There’s a
reason this place is regarded as the pinnacle for all stag
weekends…

Not only does the city boast

mega bars, underground clubs and

spectacular architecture and beers,

the largest venue in Central Europe.

but the clubs propel this city to a world

Likewise, the New Town is bursting

of its own. It’s unrivalled, loud, live,

with stag do dreams… Home to

notorious and outrageous, with its very

Wenceslas Square, as well as Czech

own ‘Red Light District’ to boot.

beauties and sleek, celebrity packed

The city’s nightlife spreads across two
massive districts, the Old and New

clubs – you’ll spend a whole load of
your stag party hours in the New Town.

Town. The Old Town is often referred
to as the centre of Prague, featuring
old-school boozers, self-service pubs,
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Vice
Prague’s vice has a huge
reputation.
The original stag do destination has
long been associated with European
beauties, strip clubs and a ‘carefree
attitude’.
Wenceslas Square is the centre of
the action and home to the largest
concentration of strip clubs in the
capital. Hot Peppers and Goldfingers
dominate the lap dancing scene, with
classic cabaret, strip teases, burlesque,
body painting and eating and stag stitch
up available for the ‘big weekend’. We

Pilsner

are in the Stag Capital of Europe…

The Czech Republic has a long history with beer. The Czech’s drink
more beer per capita than anywhere else (more than 320 pints per
person, each year).
They were the first people to bring

days, serving over 150 different craft

Pilsner Urquell to the masses (along

brews and traditional food. It’s typically

with boozy celebrations), as well

held around May and the streets flow

as Budweiser Budvar. Pilsner is so

with hops, alongside singers, dancers,

ingrained in the local culture that

locals and tourists in beer maid outfits…

Prague hosts a festival to rival all
festivals – particularly Oktoberfest. The
Czech Beer Festival lasts a massive 17
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Shooting
Packages

Girls, girls,
girls...

It’s impossible to go all the way

Strip clubs and stripper-laden activities

to Prague for your stag and not

in Prague will pump every last drop of

pick up an AK47.

blood in your body, and set heart levels
racing. When you’re not on board a
boat, watching two lesbians perform a
hot striptease for your stag group, you’ll
be in a premium strip club, receiving

Stag Pranks
If you’re not planning on pranking the stag, you’re not doing the
weekend right, son.
Similar to nightlife, Prague is the centre of all things to do with pranks. You’ve
Prague is the Mother of all stag do
packages and has some of our top

got the stag stitch up, the fake bride and roly poly strippers and our most
popular, the stag arrest…

activities under its belt. We have a
whopping range of shooting options,
over an even bigger selection of
weaponry; Kalashnikovs, Glocks,
revolvers, magnums, snipers, rifles,
pistols and shotguns. Your rounds vary
across the packages, and you could
even shoot 60 rounds on five different
weapons.
READ MORE ONLINE
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a seriously erotic lap dance from one
of the hottest girls in Europe. The elite
strip club, Goldfingers, even showcases
classic cabaret shows such as Can-Can
and Moulin Rouge themed acts, to keep
you and the boys entertained until the
early hours.
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Stag’s Guide to

Nightlife

OLD TOWN

Prague’s nightlife is a part of Czech legend. It’s as loud, lively and
wicked as infamy suggests… If you thought you had been on a ‘big’
night out – you’ve seen nothing yet. Divided into the Old Town and
New Town, with Wenceslas Square at its heart, no other European city
can rival Prague nightlife. It’s even got a ‘Red Light District’.

NEW TOWN

Stag’s Guide to Prague - Stag’s Guide to Nightlife
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EXPLORE...

The New Town
New kid on
the block
The New Town is part of the city’s foundations,
even though it’s thought of as the New Town.

Top Reasons to Visit the New Town

Bars - The New Town’s bars are the loudest,
biggest and chock full of European beauties.

Restaurants - The New Town’s restaurants are
swanky and sleek, but you’ve also got Hooters.

Originally established in 1348, this district lays claim to
the busiest nightlife districts and one of Prague’s most

Music - The clubs are so fine, only the world’s

famous sons, Wenceslas Square. This tight-knit area

biggest and best DJs perform in the New Town.

of pubs, clubs and bars is why this city is legendary…
You’ve got mega clubs, underground bars and the
capital’s largest concentration of strip clubs for your
stag do. It’s what stag do dreams were made of.
READ MORE ONLINE
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Shopping - Cool stores and markets spread
across both districts.

Art - Prague’s New Town boasts grand
architecture and gorgeous art.
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The New Town Overview

Prague’s New Town is the epicentre of the city’s nightlife. It may be
regarded as ‘young’, but it’s been around since 1348.
It’s bouncing, day and night, with the capital’s most exclusive clubs attracting the biggest
stars (and you lot on your stag do).
Venue Name

Rating

Things to Note

Fancy Dress

Duplex is, quite literally, a duplex in the middle of the

2
3

Duplex

district. Recognised as one of the World’s Best Bars, this

Visit Website

glass cubed bar is exclusive and popular with international

Nebe Wenceslas
Square

Nebe is the definition of Prague stag carnage. Filled with

Visit Website

until 5am and plays the best of 80s/90s and 00s.

Lucerna Music
Bar

Prague’s finest music club; an underground hall, spreading

Visit Website

bands and dozens of stag and hen groups on the weekend.

No

celebrities – Mick Jagger held his 60th at the club.

likeminded groups (and a whole load of hens), it’s open

over two busy floors. It hosts international gigs, local live

No

No

Goldfingers is a 24 carat stop on your stag do. The iconic

4

Goldfingers

cabaret club, set in a former theatre, has plenty of options

Visit Website

to keep you entertained; strip teases, jelly wrestling, classic

No

cabaret, body eating and painting, as well as stag stitch up.
Hooters brings the best of America to Prague. By that, we

5

Hooters

mean tight tops and American-style portions. This place

Visit Website

serves the city’s most popular beer by the stein and is

6

Hot Peppers

clubs in the city. In fact, it’s so popular and decadent; it

Visit Website

boasts dedicated VIP champagne lounges, with magnums

No

packed with TVs for emergency morning after recovery.
Hot Peppers is seriously hot and one of the biggest strip

No

of Veuve Cliquot and Dom Perignon available.

7
Chris Rawlinson
LNOF Prague Specialist

I specialise in Prague stag weekends and
think of the city as my second home. It has
everything you’ll need for your stag.

8

KU is a cool hybrid of bar, club and restaurants. It’s styled

Visit Website

attracts locals, tourists and Czech celebrities.

as one of the city’s most exclusive clubs and, as a result,

No

Vortex is a vortex dedicated to hops. With the longest beer

Vortex Pub

tap in Prague, serving 28 selections of dark, brown, blond,

Visit Website

stout, ale, wheat, fruit, IPA, light, pale, cut half and half,

No

you’ve got plenty of beer to run through the weekend.

9
10
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KU Bar and
Lounge

Rocky O’Reilly’s
Irish Pub

When in Prague, experience Ireland… Established as the

Visit Website

good food, GAA, live sports and craic.

Groove Bar
Visit Website

city’s best Irish bar, Rocky is a great lad – filled with beer,

Yes, but
tasteful

Groove is one of those bars that’d fit right in at London’s
Shoreditch. It’s a world of leggy Czech beauties, DJs,

No

stylish crowds and craft beer.
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Nebe

Wenceslas

Square

Lucerna

Music Bar

ADDRESS: Václavské nám. 802/56,
110 00 Nové Město, Czechia

Nebe is the kind of club every stag do
needs. It’s two floors of pure 80s/90s
and 00s, with hens and likeminded stag
groups to boot. Videos play on huge
screens around the club, the renowned
Staropramen is on tap and it’s open until
5am… if this isn’t in your stag do plans,
there’s something wrong with you. If
you’ve had enough of beer (not possible

Duplex

signature cocktails, priced at 59czk –

ADDRESS: Vodičkova 36, 110 00 Praha 1

that’s £1.80 to us.

Lucerna is, in one word, massive. She’s

Duplex is the all seeing eye of
Prague.

an underground, cavernous hall, but
spread over two floors and just off
Wenceslas Square. During the week,

By that, we mean it’s a glass cube

Lucerna hosts spectacular live bands

sitting over the city. Duplex is the

and international gigs, transforming into

state-of-the-art restaurant, bar and club

one of the busiest destinations on the

– awarded membership to the World’s

weekend. The inside is simple and stark,

Finest Bars website. It’s so elite, the
king of the Rolling Stones, Mick Jagger,
celebrated his 60th birthday at the club

the warehouse-style European clubs

ADDRESS: Václavské nám. 831/21,
110 00 Nové Město, Czechia

are famous for – plenty of room for
the largest of stag groups. There’s also

and Tiesto has played his sell-out sets
here.
The multi-level venue is the city’s best
restaurant during the day and the

3

in Prague), Nebe is famous for its

a VIP viewing area above the floor for

trendiest club at night. It’s all leather
seating and VIP booths, with a huge
outdoor terrace overlooking the skyline.
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when those legs get a bit shaky after a
few more pints…
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EXPLORE...

The Old Town
Kickin’ it old skool

Top Reasons to Visit The Old Town

Prague’s Old Town has long been thought of as

Bars - Prague’s Old Town bars are spectacular

the centre of the city.

and part of the city’s foundations. The buildings are
historical and the pubs even more so.

The buildings are big and historical, the drinks even
bigger (pilsner in steins) and the girls even hotter.
The staggering number of bars and clubs in the Old
Town could keep you occupied for 48 weeks, let alone
48 hours. You’ve also got the largest club in Central
Europe (Prague is, technically, Central Europe, but is
often regarded as Eastern), Karlovy Lazne, making a
massive home here.
READ MORE ONLINE

Restaurants - Prague’s Old Town restaurants are
quaint and authentic, serving traditional Czech grub.

Music - Karlovy Lazne, the largest club in Central
Europe, regularly hosts major, international DJs.

Shopping - Prague Old Town is packed full of cool
markets and pubs to spend that stag do Koruna.

Art - You want art? Stand in the Old Town at 6am…

Stag’s Guide to Prague - Stag’s Guide to Nightlife: The Old Town
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The Old Town Overview

Prague’s Old Town is as big a part of stag do foundations as beer is. It
may be a bold statement, but this district of pubs, bars and clubs has
seen thousands of likeminded group.
Not least because it boasts the largest club in Central Europe…
Venue Name

M1 Lounge
Bar & Club
Visit Website

2
3
4

5
6

Matt Mavir
LNOF Director and Head Honcho

I’ve just been on a recce to Prague and I’m still
recovering from the Old Town. It’s been two
weeks…

Things to Note

Fancy Dress

Prague’s notoriously outrageous nightlife is on full show at
M1. This legendary, industrial-style club is open ‘til 6am and is
famous in the Old Town for attracting a crowd. We’re talking

Based on the original Pan Am airlines, the Hanger Bar will take
you on an out-of-this-world flight (literally). The club’s

Visit Website

hostesses are in air stewardess uniforms, there’s a bit of

Karlovy Lazne

The largest club in Central Europe needs no introduction.

Visit Website

James Dean
Club
Visit Website

Aloha Bar
Visit Website

Zlaty Strom

This five-storey giant is the busiest in Prague, and it’ll take a

Welcome to the 50s… Celebrating the best of ‘Murica, James
Dean is a US-inspired diner, featuring a basement petrol

No

station club, Lincoln Lounge and dancers in sexy costumes.
You’re going to rack up those air miles on your stag do…
you’re now in Hawaii. This Tiki paradise is one of Prague’s
best secrets, tucked next door to Hangar Bar, and dedicated

No

to booze-fuelled decadence.
Zlaty Strom is an underground bar and music lounge; a maze
of club rooms and VIP areas. Open until 6am, world-class DJs

One Club

One Club is sleek and sophisticated… That is, until the music

8

The Pub

No

bar for an additional incentive…

starts. This place is renowned for the likes of Afrojack

No

performing his sets and drawing in huge numbers of locals.
The Pub isn’t as simple as you’d think… This is a no-frills,
self-service bar with beer taps in the middle. You’ve got a

Visit Website

screen in the centre to log in and keep check of how much

Black Angel’s
Bar

Black Angel is Prague’s finest speakeasy-style bar. Based on

No

beer you’re drinking. We smell a competition…

the Prohibition (but with the addition of booze), it’s has won

Visit Website

awards for its brilliant mixologists and impressive cigar menu.

The Dubliner

The Dubliner is pure craic. It’s also all you need for huge grub

Visit Website

No

weekend to make your way through the different levels.

7

9

No

plane on the dance floor and the crowd is the wildest yet...

are a typical sight here. There’s also an all-night pole dancing

Visit Website

No

Matt Damon, Elijah Wood, Kanye West and even Coolio.

Visit Website

10
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Hangar Bar

Rating

(the morning after), pints (same thing) and live TV to sort out
that sore head.

No

Yes, but
tasteful
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Hangar

Bar

M1

Lounge Bar
and Club

ADDRESS: Masná 705/1, 110 00
Staré Město, Czechia

M1 Lounge is one of the premier
clubs in the Old Town.
This club/lounge/bar is dedicated to

2

the best of music, with an impressive
team of international DJs. Set just three

ADDRESS: Dušní 9/9, 110 00
Staré Město, Czechia

minutes from the Old Town Square,
there’s no need to move on from this
club, as it’s open until 6am. It’s luxury

Hang out at Hangar Bar and experience

personified, with expensive spirits lining

a whirlwind flight in Prague. Hangar is

the bars, images of gorgeous women

one of the city’s most unique venues,

plastered on the walls and scattered

based on the old-school Pan Am

VIP areas. And, we mean VIP, with the

1

likes of Matt Damon, Elijah Wood, Kanye
West and Coolio celebrating.

3

airlines. Stepping back to the 40s,
with women in sexy air stewardess
costumes and hosts greeting you with
drinks in the ‘Pilot’s Lounge’ – it’s a

through. The ground floor is the Music

Karlovy Lazne

Café and the second floor is for disco.
Moving on up, the third floor takes you

ADDRESS: Smetanovo nábř. 198/1,
110 00 Staré Město, Czechia

back to the 80s in the Kaleidoscope
room, or you can keep walking up to

Karlovy Lazne is the ultimate pit-stop

Paradogs Club on the fourth floor –

on a stag do. By pit-stop, we mean

dedicated to the good old days of the

drink, dance and chat up Czech

stag do dream. For that authentic flight
experience, there’s a body of a clipper
aircraft emerging from the main dance
floor (pretty similar to a Ryanair flight…).
However, downstairs, in the Hangar
Bar, is where most will sneak off later in
the night. Inspired by the stunt pilots of
40s and 50s Hollywood, the club room

90s rave. After all that walking, you

beauties until 5am… The largest

is reckless, carefree and pure carnage.

can relax on the top level, Chill Out, on

The bartenders entertain everyone

club in Central Europe packs a

one of the many cushions and rugs,

with their unique shows and the crowd

mean punch, with five floors to work

whilst planning how to get back down.

doesn’t leave until 6am.
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LNOF’s Top 10

Activities
Like the city, Prague activities are in a league of their own. There’s
a reason our stag groups keep going back… Your Prague stag
weekend will defy all expectations, with the likes of beer bikes,
stag arrest, rafting and even a flight in a military jet on offer.
VIEW ALL ACTIVITIES

Stag’s Guide to Prague - LNOF Top Activities
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Activities Overview

Prague’s wealth of stag do activities will pump every bit of blood in your
body and shoot adrenaline through your veins from the off.
Whether you get behind the triggers of lethal weapons, sight-see from a beer bike, or
sit back and watch the view in Goldfingers strip club – Prague is the city with it all.
Venue Name

Shooting Max
Read More

2

White Water Rafting

3

Stag Arrest

4

Indoor Karting

Read More

Read More

Read More

Why Choose

Category

Experience the activity Prague is famous for: shooting. This
epic package includes a huge 60 rounds per person, across

Shooting

the likes of an AK47, .357 magnum and sniper rifle…
Take on the rapids on Prague’s most famous rafting course
and host of the Rafting Czech Cup. Spread over a massive

Adrenaline

410 metres and with a 3.6 metre drop in for good measure.
Prepare for the ultimate in stag do pranks, the stag arrest.
Your stag will, literally, get ambushed by two coppers and

X-Rated

arrested – taking him away for his punishment…
Tear up the asphalt on Europe’s largest indoor karting track
(we don’t do things by halves). This scaled down version of an
F1 course is one kilometre long and can hold up to 14 karts

Adrenaline

on the track at once. Challenge accepted.

5
6

Private River Cruise and
Unlimited Drinks
Read More

Goldfingers Strip Club
Entry
Read More

Get to know Prague in the best way possible… on a boat. Not
only will you explore the stunning river banks on your cruise,

Tours

but you’ve got unlimited drinks to do it with.
This is one of the biggest and best strip clubs in the whole of
Prague, set in the busy New Town. It’s luxurious and exotic,
with acrobatic dances, strip teases, cabaret and Can-Can

X-Rated

and Moulin Rouge themed acts to keep you entertained
throughout the stag weekend.

Steve Telford
LNOF Sales Team Leader

The activities in Prague are some of the best
we offer. Rafting’s particularly great on a
hangover!

7

Indoor Paintball

8

Guided Bar Crawl

9

Beer Bike

10

Military Fighter Jet Flight

Read More

Read More

Read More

Read More

Unleash all that pent-up frustration (and hangover) at Prague’s
finest indoor paintball venue, featuring three epic zones also

Shooting

used as a set for the film Wanted.
Get to grips with the spectacular nightlife districts we keep
banging on about with our impressive guided bar crawl. We’ll

Nightlife

even throw in a round of beers to kick start your party…
No stag do worth its salt in Prague is complete without a beer
bike round the sights. Combining tourist attractions with beer

Tours

– it’s the finest activity to prepare for a ‘big’ night out.
Not complete with offering the standard stag do packages,
Prague had to take it to the extreme… There’s none more
extreme than flying around the city in an Aero L-39 Albatros,

Adrenaline

used by 30 air forces in the world.

VIEW ALL ACTIVITIES
Stag’s Guide to Prague - LNOF Top Activities
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Shooting

Max

The ultimate, action-packed activity in Prague
couldn’t be anything other than shooting.
You’ve come to the right place to feel the exhilarating
buzz of blasting targets in a top shooting range. This
package will pump all of your blood, and then some,
with a total of 60 rounds across a range of weaponry.
You’ll have 40 shots on the AK47 Kalashnikov rifle,
developed in the Soviet Union, as well as six on the
pistol CZ75 9mm and six on the revolver .357 Magnum.
As if that isn’t enough, there’s also five shots on a
deadly sniper rifle and five shots on a pump action
shotgun, with a beer (after) to take the edge off.
READ MORE ONLINE

Amenities


Top shooting range



60 rounds on five weapons



AK47 – 40 shots

 .357 Magnum revolver – 6 shots

Stag’s Guide to Prague - LNOF Top Activities
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White Water
Rafting

White water rafting is the finest hangover
cure - nothing but the best for your stag.
It hosts all sorts of activities and even the Rafting
Czech Cup – it’s big business in Prague. You and your
group will attempt to take on the fast and furious
rapids, under the guidance of an expert. There’ll be six
of you in a raft, travelling around the 410 metre course,
with a 3.6 metre drop thrown in for good measure,
before riding the waves. You’ll even get return transfers
and a snack and a beer for when that appetite returns…
READ MORE ONLINE

Amenities


Prague’s best white water rafting centre

 Epic 410 metre course
 Intense 3.6 metre drop
 Snack and beer included
 Private return transfers

Stag’s Guide to Prague - LNOF Top Activities
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Stag Arrest

Think long and hard before you book this
classic stag weekend activity, and make sure
your friendship can survive the punishment…
Your group, and the stag, will be stopped by two very
scary looking Czech policeman, who will immediately
arrest the stag. The reason for this can be anything you
want – usually a problem with ID – which will see him
be cuffed and taken to the slammer. By slammer, we
mean taken to you lot, cuffed and blindfold, where you’ll
be waiting with a bottle of bubbly and a seriously sexy
stripper. If only all punishments ended like this…
READ MORE ONLINE

Amenities


Stag participation

 Stag ‘arrest’
 Hot striptease show as ‘punishment’
 Bottle of bubbly included

Stag’s Guide to Prague - LNOF Top Activities
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LNOF’s Top 10

Hotels

Prague accommodation is top quality, with more than enough
space for your drunken antics… We’ve got apartments for
a little more freedom than a hotel, or even 5-star hotels if
you’re going a bit fancy – all in the centre of the city.

VIEW ALL HOTELS

Stag’s Guide to Prague - LNOF Top Hotels
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There’s nothing quite like Prague stag weekends, and our

Hotels Overview

accommodation is just the same.
From the likes of 5-star hotels, to apartments, to hostels set in the buzzing Wenceslas
Square – it will exceed all expectations.
Hotel

Star Rating

Get some rest and recuperation, along with views of the river at these

Riverview
Apartments

fantastic apartments. Boasting more freedom and space than you’d
get at a hotel, you’ve got kitchen facilities, a lounge area and WiFi to

View More

LNOF Commercial Team Leader

I’ve spent many weekends in Prague and the
accommodation never fails.

keep those at home updated on your Prague stag do.

2

Wenceslas Square
Hotel
View More

and comfy (for the morning after) and even have WiFi.

3

Sheraton Prague
Charles Square Hotel

If you’re looking for decadence on your stag weekend, we have just

There’s no better location than Wenceslas Square, and you are just a
few minutes’ from the heart of the New Town. The rooms are bright

the thing. This 5-star hotel is a few steps from Wenceslas Square
and boasts trendy rooms, with minibars and 24 hour room service.

View More

4

Prague City Hotel

5

Hostel Mango

6

Paul Collins

Why Choose

One of our cosiest hotels, just 10 minutes from the legendary Old
Town. The rooms are the perfect base the morning after and you are

View More

View More

within easy walking distance of the district’s best bars and clubs.
Forget any notions you have of hostels, as this laid-back and cool

N/A

venue will surpass all expectations. The Trip Advisor Certificate of
Excellence Winner in 2014 has excellent facilities, as well as top
dorm and private rooms available.

Central Spot
Apartments

There’s no greater destination than Wenceslas Square, and you are
just a couple of minutes’ walk at these stylish apartments. The main
train station is also 150 yards away, if you want to explore.

View More

7

Hostel Ananas

8

City Stay Apartments

9

Kings Court

10

Hostel Orange

View More

View More

This fantastic hostel is set in the lower part of Wenceslas Square,

N/A

mixed dorm rooms, as well as a courtyard to soak up the weather.
You’re getting even closer to the iconic Wenceslas Square, this

N/A

time just 350 yards… The apartments are cosy and traditional, with
kitchen facilities to whip up a fry-up, as well as free WiFi.
There’s nothing quite like 5-star luxury on your stag do – especially
the morning after. This hotel has all the requisites for a weekend in

View More

View More

surrounded by New Town’s busiest bars. The hostel has private and

Prague; swimming pool, spa, bar and restaurant.
This hostel is directly in the thick of the Wenceslas Square action,

N/A

with the best late-night venues just minutes from your front door.
The hostel rooms are a top base and there’s also a common lounge
area, with a computer, TV and shared kitchenette.

VIEW ALL HOTELS
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Riverview
Apartments

Star Rating:

Sleep, rest, recoup and prepare for a massive
night in Prague, at the excellent Riverview
Apartments.
Not only can you enjoy river views the morning after,
but you are in a fantastic spot to explore the legendary
U Fleku Brewery – just 10 minutes away. A little further
along and you’ll even stumble across some top bars
and clubs in the New Town. The light and spacious
apartments have all of the essential facilities for your
stag do in the city, including comfy bedrooms, kitchen
facilities and a lounge area with WiFi.
READ MORE ONLINE

Useful Information






Excellent river views
10 minutes’ walk to iconic U Fleku Brewery
Spacious lounge area
Kitchen facilities
WiFi

Stag’s Guide to Prague - LNOF Top Hotels
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Wenceslas
Square Hotel
Star Rating:

Experience Prague and stay directly in
the centre of the city, just a few minutes’
walk from the huge Old Town Square.
Close to the heart of the Old Town, this district is full
of old-school pubs, rubbing shoulders with cool bars
and even the largest club in Central Europe… The hotel
rooms are well-equipped for your stag do, with plenty
of space to recover the next morning. Some even boast
spectacular views of the city, and there’s a restaurant
to prepare for the weekend. You can also soak up the
views in the impressive rooftop bar, overlooking Prague.
READ MORE ONLINE

Useful Information






Located in the heart of the Old Town
Six minute walk to Wenceslas Square
Spacious hotel rooms
On site restaurant
Roof terrace overlooking Prague
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Sheraton Prague
Charles Square Hotel
Star Rating:

If you want luxury on your stag do, look no
further than the Sheraton.
This 5-star hotel is the ultimate in decadence
and relaxation, with a location just minutes from
Wenceslas Square. The Charles Bridge, one of the
most popular attractions in Prague, is only 15 minutes
from your door. The rooms are huge and stylish (an
understatement), each featuring a minibar, 24 hour
room service (essential the next day) and toiletries.
If that’s not fancy enough, the hotel has a fine-dining
restaurant, Diamond’s Bar and High 8 terrace bar – set
way above the skyline.
READ MORE ONLINE

Useful Information






5-star hotel, minutes from Wenceslas Square
State-of-the-art gym
Terrace Bar overlooking the city
24 hour room service
Fine-dining restaurant
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Getting To

Prague
Getting to Prague is the easiest part of your stag weekend, it’s the
drinking, dancing and activities on a hangover you’ll find difficult.
Prague is home to the biggest airport in the Czech Republic and,
as such, handles huge numbers of airlines and passengers; 16
million in 2016 alone. The airport is just 20km from the city centre,
making transfers a breeze. Then, the serious business can start…
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Plane
Prague Airport, or Václav Havel Airport Prague, is the largest in the Czech Republic. It’s
the busiest airport in the newer EU states and sees massive numbers of passengers
and airlines. An average of 10 million passes through the doors of the airport, using
airlines such as Wizz Air, Ryanair, Easy Jet and Jet2. The airport even serves as a
hub for the low-cost airlines, Ryanair and Wizz Air, as well as one for Czech Airlines.
Depending on when you book your stag do, you can get relatively cheap flights to
Prague, from the UK. In advance, return flights can cost as little as £60 from London,
£64 from Liverpool and £70 from Manchester.
Airport

Bristol Airport
BRS

Dublin Airport
DUB

East Midlands Airport
EMA

London Gatwick Airport
LGW

London Heathrow Airport
LHR

Leeds Bradford Airport
LBA

London Stansted Airport
STN

Luton Airport
LTN

Manchester Airport
MAN

Newcastle Airport
NCL
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Flight Duration

Airline

2h

easyJet

2h 30m

Ryanair, Aer Lingus

2h 10m

Jet2

1h 55m

easyJet, Smart Wings, Czech
Airlines

2h

British Airways

2h 5m

Jet2

1h 55m

Ryanair, easyJet

1h 55m

Wizz Air

2h 10m

easyJet, Jet2

2h 15m

Jet2
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Getting Around

Prague

If you thought getting to Prague was easy, getting around it is even better. Prague’s nightlife
districts are within walking distance of each other, but there are plenty of taxis around should
your legs give up after a few pilsners… Prague public transport is also reliable and cheap, with a
ticket for the subway, bus and tram around 32Kč (£1) for 90 minutes.

Tram
The Prague tram network is one of the busiest public transport
methods in the capital and the largest such system in the entire
Czech Republic. It covers a massive 88.5 miles, 931 trams, 25 day
routes and nine at night. For the daytime routes, the trams are
numbered between one and 26 and, after dark, the night trams are 51
to 59 and 91 to 99. For a little history on your stag do, the number 47,
the historical route, is in service between April and October. The day
lines start up at 04:30 to 00:30 the next day, with two to 20 minute
intervals depending on peak hours, and the night trams begin at
00:30, ending at 04:30 and covering the time absences from the day
routes. If you are looking for a tram after a night out, the services
operate every 30 minutes. You can also use your tram ticket on the
subway and bus, with a day pass costing 110Kč (£3.80). However,
you must buy your ticket before travelling and validate it on the tram.

Taxi

Metro

If you’re wary about getting a taxi in Prague, just stick to our handy

The Prague metro is busier than the tram system, so much so that

tips. We’ve got you covered. Always get into a registered and fully

it handles an average of 500 million passengers yearly. Spreading

marked taxi, not just some bloke’s car you met after a pint… A yellow

across 61 stations and 40.5 miles of track, it’s the fifth largest

roof lamp must be installed and say TAXI before you get in and

metro system in Europe and the fastest way to get around the city.

there should also be a company name, license number and rates

The metro is split into three lines, A (green), B (yellow) and C (red),

printed on both sides. Another tip (we’re full of those) is to find out

operating daily from 05:00 to midnight. Typically, there’s two to three

how much the ride costs before paying, to avoid getting ripped off.

minutes between metros during peak hours and four to nine minutes

The metre usually starts at 40Kč and 6Kč a minute is charged for

off-peak (Britain, take note…). The metros are even connected to the

waiting. Most journeys in the centre of Prague cost 100Kč to 250Kč

trams, so should you end up on the wrong line – you can jump on

(£3.50 - £8.50) and a trip to the airport should cost under 700Kč

the tram at certain stations. And, as we mentioned earlier, you can

(£24). If you have the Uber app, it’s another recommended way to

use the same ticket for the metro, bus and tram.

travel in Prague.

Prague Airport to City Centre

Bus

Bus No.119 regularly runs to the city centre, finishing at Dejvická metro (line A) and No.100 at Zličín metro (line B), taking around 45 minutes depending on connections.

90 minute ticket: 32Kč (£1),
Day Pass 110Kč (£3.80)

Airport Express
Bus

The airport express bus travels through Dejvická, Masarykovo nádraží, Náměstí Republiky and runs every 30 minutes, between 05:45 am and 21:15.

Single: 60Kč (£2.05)

Taxi

Allow at least 60 minutes getting to the airport, depending on traffic, and always use a registered taxi. A taxi to the city centre should not cost more than 700Kč (£24).

700Kč (£24)
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Top 10 Cultural Things
to Do and See in Prague.

happens we’ve unearthed a few before your stag weekend.

be spending your days drinking, eating and feeling a little rough… the spectacular
sights alone are enough to cure you and take your stag do to a new level.

The Charles Bridge is one
of the biggest and best
tourist attractions, the most
important connection between
Prague Castle and the Old

in the world – according
to the Guinness Book of
Records. It’s among the most
visited landmarks in the city,
attracting almost two million
visitors each year

Town, as well as many other
adjacent areas. The bridge is a
massive 621 metres long and
surrounded by bars and pubs
– ideal after that long walk.

Lennon Wall
There’s no such thing as

Castles: According to the Guinness Book of Records, Prague castle
is the world’s largest ancient castle.
John Lennon: John Lennon is so beloved, he has a wall dedicated to
his memory in Prague, the ‘John Lennon Wall’, even though he never
visited the city.

Prices
Pocket friendly Prague will leave you quids in. With pints costing you
less than a pound, it’s no surprise there’s more beer per capita than
any other country in the world. Cheers to that.

Pint of Pilsner - 30Kč (£1)

Bottle of wine - 100Kč (£3.50)

Ultimate Stag Do - Priceless

missing out on a chance to
honour our Liverpudlian hero,
irritation for the communist
regime, it is now, ironically,

Prague Castle is the official

a symbol of love and peace

residence of the President of

– hence John. The wall has

the Czech Republic. To add

attracted artists from all over

another string to its already

and the original portrait of

hefty bow, it’s also regarded

John is long buried under

as the largest ancient castle

decades of paint.
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Pilsner: Pilsner is gospel in Prague. The Czech Republic consumes
more beer per capita than any other country in the world, an average
of 320 per person, each year.

Average

Lennon. Once a source of

Prague Castle

Prague is a city not only famous for Czech beauties and
legendary nightlife; it has a few tricks up its sleeve. It just so

This European city is packed full of character, charm and attractions. Whilst you may

Charles Bridge

Prague Facts

Astronomical Clock
Perfect for those who have
lost track of time in the early
hours of the morning… the
Prague Astronomical Clock is
the third oldest in the world,
but the oldest still working.
It’s slap-bang in the Old Town
Square, surrounded by bars.
lastnightoffreedom.co.uk

The Strahov Monastery and Library
Although not typically

the second oldest monastery

somewhere you’d expect to

in Prague. The two beautifully

find a stag group, The Strahov

decorated Baroque libraries

Monastery and Library is

have ornate painted ceilings,

seriously impressive. Dating

along with ornate stuccowork.

back to the 12th century, it’s

Municipal House

Old Town Square

Constructed in 1912, the

Home to the aforementioned

palatial Municipal House is

Astronomical Clock, along with

widely considered the very

numerous ancient churches,

finest example of Art Nouveau

the Old Town Hall has a Gothic

in Prague. Its striking features

doorway, and architecture dating

include a glorious façade,

back as far as the 11th century.

awe-inspiring murals and an
impressive dome structure.

Jewish Museum
Located within the Jewish

St. Vitus Cathedral
Within the city’s historic central
walls, the Roman Catholic St.
Vitus Cathedral is the Czeck
Republic’s largest and most
important Christian church.
It’s also the final resting place
of many Bohemian kings and
saints.
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Quarter, Prague Jewish Museum
is a popular tourist attraction for
visitors to the area. Its collection
of Judaica is one of the largest
in the world, boasting a rich
documented history including
around 40,000 objects and
100,000 books belonging to the
ethnoreligious group.

Josefov (The Jewish Quarter)
Just north of the Old Town

and stylish Art Nouveau

Square, the Jewish Quarter

buildings. Highlights within

was previously regarded

the district include Pinkas

as a slum. But, in the late

and Maisel Synagogues, the

1800s, large sections were

Old Jewish Cemetery and

demolished or refurbished

the Ceremonial Hall.

to make way for modern
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LNOF in

Prague
As stag and hen planning experts, we take pride in testing
out every single activity we offer. So, when asked if we
wanted to go on a three day bender in Prague, with some
epic activities lined up, we leapt at the chance. Obviously.
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Shooting
Feeling like proper secret agents (minus
the dapper suits and designer sunnies), we
headed to one of the best shooting ranges in
the whole of Prague.
Once we arrived at the shooting range, we got behind
the triggers of some lethal weaponry, including
powerful revolvers, .357 magnums and even pump
action shotguns. We had professional instructors on
hand to supervise (probably for the best…) and help
us perfect our stance, aim and general handling of the
weapons. We aimed to shoot the silhouette of a man
– with varying levels of success – and even got to take
our bullet peppered target sheet home afterwards, for
bragging rights and all that…
READ MORE ONLINE

White Water Rafting
As if things weren’t wet
and wild enough in Prague,
we headed to the white
water rafting centre.
Just a 45 minute transfer from
our accommodation, we arrived
at the centre, and were blown
away by its sheer size – gushing
with water and spanning as far
as the eye could see. Well, if it’s
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good enough for the 2016 ICF

thrown up and down, and a few

Canoe Slalom World Cup, it’s

scary moments – not to mention

sure good enough for us lot.

that 3.6 metre drop – we started

We slipped into our wetsuits
(sexy) and climbed aboard our
raft. The instructor taught us
how to handle the rapids and
ride the waves whilst on dry land,

to get into the swing of things.
After a few trips around the
course, we’d all deserved a drink,
so had a round of beers to take
the edge of that adrenaline buzz.

then we got let loose on the epic
410 metre course. After being

READ MORE ONLINE
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Big Night Out
With shot bars lining party squares, and pints for less than a quid,
you can’t fail to have a good night out in Prague.

For those of us with a need for speed – and
those who tagged along for the ride – indoor
karting was next on the hit list
Just over a half hour

Up to 14 karts can race

transfer from the city

around the track at

centre, the track in front

the same time, so, as

of us was impressive – a

you can imagine, the

scaled down F1 course,

competition was fierce.

roughly one kilometre

Some of us drove like

long. We all got kitted out

Lewis Hamilton in fast

in the protective clothing,

forward, while others

then got into our 200ccm

treated it like a Sunday

go karts with 5.5hp

jaunt out (we won’t

engines and lightweight

mention any names), but

Birel frames. The course

all in all we had serious,

was nothing less than

adrenaline pumping fun

epic; boasting 32 bends

– and the round of beers

to navigate and lengthy

afterwards went down a

straights where karts can

treat…

reach speeds of up to 80
kilometres per hour.
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READ MORE ONLINE

no surprise why the multi-storey

activities in Prague, we were all

venue is so popular. We had a VIP

in need of a drink or two, or ten…

table in a private lounge, our very

So, it was clear that a massive

own waitress and more drinks than

night out was on the cards. A

we could even remember. Literally.

Cadillac limo picked us up from

After bar hopping around the likes of

our accommodation and took

Wenceslas Square and surrounding

us to a swanky restaurant (we

areas, downing more shots, more

don’t do things by halves) for a

pints, and seeing more strippers

Traditional Czech meal, before

you can shake a stick at, it was time

another limo drove us to One Club.

to hit the hay. It was well worth the

This is one of the very best clubs

sore heads and hazy memories the

in the city, offering seriously late

morning after…

opening hours, a massive drinks
list and a trendy party crowd – it’s

READ MORE ONLINE

“

Daryl Patterson
LNOF Sales Executive

“

Indoor Karting

After a day of blood pumping

The best bit about my job is receiving positive
comments from my bosses. Checking out
breweries, hitting Prague’s biggest clubs and
getting lap dances while I’m at it is just a bonus...
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PRAGUE HAS MORE BEER

LITRES

PER CAPITA
THAN ANYWHERE ELSE ON THE PLANET

OF BEER PER NIGHT

OVER

WE’VE DISPATCHED

700

PACKS OF

DARE CARDS
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W
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STAG
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OVER

THE AVERAGE STAG GROUP

25,000
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Our Mission...
“To enlighten, amuse, delight and empower our audience in the
organisation of a world class Last Night of Freedom through modern
technology, industry-leading knowledge and outstanding customer service.”
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Last Night of Freedom

EVENTS

ACCESSORIES

Saltmeadows Road, Gateshead, NE8 3AH

+44 191 499 8750

+44 191 499 8760

* We take pride in our work and all of the information in the PDF was correct at the time of publication. Probably.

